We construct a novel framework to investigate the uncertainties and biases associated with estimates of deep ocean temperature change from hydrographic sections and demonstrate this framework in an eddy-permitting ocean model. Biases in estimates from observations arise due to sparse spatial coverage (few sections in a basin), low frequency of occupations (typically 5-10 years apart), mismatches between the time period of interest and span of occupations, and from seasonal biases relating to the practicalities of sampling during certain times of year. Between the years 1990 and 2010, the modeled global abyssal ocean biases are small, although regionally some biases (expressed as a heat flux into the 4,000-to 6,000-m layer) can be up to 0.05 W/m 2 . In this model, biases in the heat flux into the deep 2,000-to 4,000-m layer, due to either temporal or spatial sampling uncertainties, are typically much larger and can be over 0.1 W/m 2 across an ocean. Overall, 82% of the warming trend deeper than 2,000 m is captured by hydrographic section-style sampling in the model. At 2,000 m, only half the model global warming trend is obtained from observational-style sampling, with large biases in the Atlantic, Southern, and Indian Oceans. Biases due to different sources of uncertainty can have opposing signs and differ in relative importance both regionally and with depth, revealing the importance of reducing temporal and spatial uncertainties in future deep ocean observing design.
Introduction
The deep (2,000-4,000 m) and abyssal (4,000-6,000 m) oceans are vast potential reservoirs for heat in the climate system, but they are sampled more sparsely in time and space than the ocean shallower than 2,000 m. On climate-relevant time scales, the oceans are by far the dominant sink for heat accumulating in the climate system (von Schuckmann et al., 2016) , with the majority (> 93%) absorbed into the oceans (Rhein et al., 2013) and 15-20% sequestered deeper than 2,000 m (Gleckler et al., 2016; Talley et al., 2016) . Monitoring of ocean heat content (OHC) change is required to properly characterize, quantify, and therefore predict the future of the climate system, with deep OHC playing an important role in decadal variability network of repeated hydrographic sections has been developed, coordinated by the Global Ocean Ship-Based Hydrographic Investigations Program (GO-SHIP), along which data are collected at least once a decade (Talley et al., 2016) . Purkey and Johnson (2010) analyzed hydrographic section data from the time period 1990-2010, providing the first assessment of decadal changes in deep ocean temperature and identified statistically significant warming across most deep ocean basins, and particularly in the Southern Ocean. A later global estimate from in situ temperature data (Desbruyères et al., 2016) calculated heat uptake deeper than 2,000 m of 0.065 ± 0.040 W/m 2 over 1991-2010. Similar warming rates were observed globally during the 1990s and 2000s, though the spatial pattern of warming changed between decades (Desbruyères et al., 2016) . In contrast, a residual method using upper ocean temperature observations and satellite measurements of ocean mass and sea surface height infers a slight cooling in the deep ocean between 2005 and 2012, though uncertainties in this method are large, and the cooling is not statistically significant (Llovel et al., 2014) . Regionally, about two thirds of the warming occurs in the Southern Ocean (Desbruyères et al., 2016) , with other regions of strong warming including deep western boundary currents (Kouketsu et al., 2011; Sloyan et al., 2013) , western boundaries in general (Talley et al., 2016) , and the western side of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (Johnson et al., 2008) . All are consistent with a slowdown in the northward flow of abyssal water from Antarctica (Talley et al., 2016) . In addition, in some regions interannual variability can be large; in the Drake Passage isopycnal displacement (heave) is largely related to movement of the polar front (Firing et al., 2017) .
Temperature change in the upper 2,000 m of the ocean is monitored by a fleet of Argo floats that, in 2007, achieved its target array size of 3,000 floats (approx every 3 • ) profiling every 10 days. Comparing temperature changes at 2,000 m derived from repeat hydrography and the Argo fleet shows that (over a basin) the mismatch was dominated by temporal rather than spatial differences in sampling (floats sample more frequently than repeat hydrography and are distributed around a basin rather than along individual sections; Desbruyères et al., 2017) . Discrepancies due to differences in spatial sampling tended to be smaller than uncertainties on the hydrographic section estimate for a basin. The global average mismatch is small, but regionally, the differences can be large. The largest spatial and temporal mismatches were found in the Southern Ocean, where trends are large and temperature change is dominated by heave (rearrangement of isopycnals). Since heave-related variability decreases with ocean depth, Desbruyères et al. (2017) hypothesize that sampling-related uncertainty will also decrease down through the deep and abyssal oceans.
Hydrographic sections provide high accuracy temperature observations with high along-section resolution. The GO-SHIP reference sections are designed so that each section is repeated at least once a decade, and each deep ocean basin contains at least one section. Hydrographic sections therefore provide limited spatial coverage of the ocean and low temporal frequency data. In addition, they may also have seasonal biases to their occupations (e.g., sampling biased to summer in regions where sea ice forms). Here we describe a methodology that allows us to assess the biases and uncertainty in deep and abyssal temperature change estimates of GO-SHIP repeat hydrography within a model framework. We devise a method to subsample numerical ocean model output (available at all points in space and time, limited by model resolution) in a way that allows attribution of biases to the spatial distribution and temporal frequency of the observations. In the remainder of this paper the following specific questions are addressed: (a) 
Data and Methods

Model
We use output from a simulation of the ocean model NEMO ORCA025 (N025_DFS_01), which has 1/4
• horizontal resolution and 75 vertical levels. The model version is NEMO v3.6 (Madec, 2008) with sea ice represented by the Louvain-la-Neuve Ice Model version 2 (Timmermann et al., 2005) . The simulation used the CORE bulk formulae and was surface forced with the Drakkar Forcing Set version 5.2, which prescribes surface air temperature, winds, humidity, surface radiative heat fluxes, and precipitation (Brodeau et al., 2010; Dussin et al., 2014) . The model was initialized from rest in 1958 using climatological initial conditions for temperature and salinity taken in January from PHC2.1 (Steele et al., 2001 ) at high latitudes, MEDATLAS (Jourdan et al., 1998) in the Mediterranean, and Levitus et al. (2013) elsewhere and was integrated until December 2015. Similar configurations of the model used here have been used widely for research and operational applications (e.g., by the UK Met Office) on time scales from days to centuries. For further detail, we refer the reader to Megann et al. (2014) and Storkey et al. (2018) .
As with any model-based study, the conclusions will include the influence of both atmospherically forced change and model drift, especially since only one model simulation is used here. Ocean models develop deep ocean biases partly due to imperfect knowledge of the initial state and surface fluxes, and partly due to deficiencies in the model such as spurious numerical mixing (Megann, 2018) , and missing or inadequately parameterized physical processes and the grid resolution, which prevents realistic on-shelf deep water formation in the Southern Ocean (Heuzé et al., 2013 (Heuzé et al., , 2015 . Deep water formation biases in other NEMO ORCA025 configurations are discussed for the North Atlantic by Katsman et al. (2018) and for the Southern Ocean by Heuzé et al. (2015) . Model drift is strongest right at the start of an integration; since we analyze the period 1990-2010, this allows 32 years for the model to adjust, similar to the approach used in Hirschi et al. (2013) . Analysis of deep ocean temperature trends will be affected more strongly by model drift than studies of the upper ocean or short-term variability. We present our framework in detail using a single high-resolution hindcast simulation. The data presented in this paper are available in the supporting information.
Hydrographic Sections
To replicate the observational analysis of decadal OHC change below 2,000 m in the model, the same repeat hydrographic sections (locations and timings; Figure 1 ) as Purkey and Johnson (2010) are extracted from the model. We focus our evaluation on the time period 1990-2010, but in following the observational methodology, occupations between 1980 and 1990 are also included and used to inform temperature changes. In the model we extract the full extent of each section during every occupation; in reality some sections are incomplete due to constraints on ship availability or delays (e.g., due to equipment failure or adverse weather). We extract every model grid box on a section simultaneously at the midpoint in time of a ship's occupation. In reality, occupations of a section typically take weeks to months.
The oceans below 2,000 m are subdivided into basins (Figure 1 ) following Purkey and Johnson (2010) and Desbruyères et al. (2016) . Each cruise is split into sections that are entirely contained in one basin. We analyze potential temperature (henceforth "temperature") from the model output that represent a 5-day mean.
Calculating Trends on Sections
Model output temperatures along a section are subsampled in time (as illustrated in Figure 1b ) to generate the following:
• Section truth. Five-day mean model temperature between 1990 and 2010 (inclusive).
• Frequent sections. Five-day mean model temperature between the beginning of the first year in which a section was occupied and the end of the last year in which a section was occupied.
• Pseudo sections. Model temperatures only at the midpoint in time of each occupation-representative of the temporal frequency of observations.
The following analysis is repeated for the section truth, frequent sections, and pseudo sections model output.
Following the analysis of Purkey and Johnson (2010) , for each grid box along the section and at each vertical model level, a straight line of best fit is applied through temperature data ( • C) with respect to time t as
where is the linear temperature trend, c the y intercept, and (t) is an error term derived from the residuals of the linear fit. Following the observational methodology, (t) is not used to calculate uncertainties.
For each vertical model level, the average trend on the section,̂is calculated aŝ
where w g are weightings derived from the along-section distances between the grid box midpoints. Since there are three types of section data, the following three average trends are calculated for each section at each vertical level:̂S ECTION TRUTH ,̂F REQUENT , and̂P SEUDO .
At each vertical model level we calculate the standard error, SE S , of the average trend on a section for the pseudo section data to present an uncertainty calculation, following the method of Purkey and Johnson (2010) 
where the standard deviation of trends along the section, S , is
and the effective degrees of freedom (DOF) for a section are calculated as
L S (km) is the length of the section, and 163 (km) is the mean horizontal decorrelation length scale derived from observational data in Purkey and Johnson (2010) . This decorrelation length scale is an estimate of how far apart two temperature measurements must be before they are uncorrelated. For simplicity, we choose to use the observation-derived length scale rather than recomputing one using the model output. Following the observational methodology, when sampled regions become separated at depth by seafloor topography longer than one decorrelation length scale, the data are assumed to be independent and contribute one DOF to the estimate.
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Assuming a Student's t distribution, the two-sided 95% confidence intervals are estimated, with the endpoints calculated aŝ±
where St is a function which gives the desired quantile (here 0.975) from the probability density function for a Student's t continuous random variable using the DOF for the section (von Storch & Zwiers, 2001 ).
Basin Trends Estimated From Sections and Associated Errors
Following the observational methodology of Purkey and Johnson (2010) , the section data are used to estimate the temperature trend for a specific basin,B. As there are three types of model data for each section, the following analysis is repeated to obtain three basin estimates:B SECTION TRUTH ,B FREQUENT , andB PSEUDO .
At each vertical model level, the trend,̂, for each section contained within the basin is weighted by the total distance along the section, w s to contribute to each basin estimate:
where the SE for each basin is given by
and the standard deviation for the basin estimate is
The DOF for the basin is given by
Confidence intervals are calculated from the SE in the same way as they were for a section (equation (6)).
To assess the accuracy of the section-based estimates, the basin truth is calculated by averaging the temperatures from every point across each basin to obtain̂B. A linear fit is applied tôB through time aŝ
where the gradient of that fit gives the model truth basin temperature trend,B BASIN TRUTH . As before, c is the intercept with the y axis and (t) is an error term derived from the residuals of the linear fit. This basin truth trend and all the basin estimates are weighted by the volume of the basin (at each vertical level) and integrated for each ocean (e.g., Atlantic) and globally.
Heat Fluxes
For each basin estimate from the model, a heat flux, HF, into the deep (2,000-4,000 m) and abyssal (4,000 -6,000 m) ocean layers is calculated from the temperature change in the layer. Note that the model does not contain deep ocean trenches, and the seafloor is always shallower than 6,000 m; therefore, reference to 6,000 m is equivalent to measuring to the bottom of the ocean. First the heat gain as a function of depth, H(z) (W/m), is calculated as
where is seawater density (kg/m 3 ), c p the specific heat capacity of seawater (J·kg −1 · • C −1 ), and A is the area of the model layer in that basin (m 2 ). The quantities used for and c p are depth-varying estimates from the World Ocean Atlas climatology. OHC trends are presented in this way to facilitate comparison to top of the atmosphere radiation measurements. The downward heat flux, HF (W/m 2 ), through depth z 1 is calculated as
To calculate the heat flux into the deep ocean layer (2,000-4,000 m), the heat flux through the lower bound of the layer is subtracted from the heat flux through the upper bound of the layer.
Calculating Spatial and Temporal Biases
Comparing the simulated observational sampling and analysis of the model with the model truth, we estimate the total (combined temporal and spatial) bias of the observing system reproduced in that model:
This total bias is also defined as Total bias = Spatial bias + Temporal bias (frequency of occupation) + Temporal bias (extrapolation) (15) We isolate these terms using the intermediate calculations ofB SECTION TRUTH andB FREQUENT made in section 2.4.
To estimate the spatial bias, we difference the basin estimate based on the relevant sections extracted from the model every 5 days and the model truth. This represents the additional information given to the temperature change from regions within the basin but away from the section or sections.
Spatial bias
The temporal bias is split into two terms. Temporal bias (frequency of occupation) represents the bias related to the frequency of sampling between the first and last hydrographic sections, while temporal bias (extrapolation) represents the effect of extrapolation of the trend to cover the 1990-2010 period. To further elaborate, hydrographic sections are usually sampled at a frequency of approximately 5-10 years so trends calculated from this low temporal resolution data may not be a good representation of the trend over the time period between the first and last occupations. This uncertainty is quantified by subtracting the temperature trend or heat flux in a basin calculated from the pseudo sections in a model (same temporal coverage as observations) from that calculated from the frequent data (5-day mean model output taken between the beginning of the first year of occupation and the end of the last year of occupation):
Temporal bias (frequency of occupation
Note that the pseudo and frequent sections do not span exactly the same period of time because the frequent section data goes from the beginning of the first year of occupation to the end of the last year of occupation. Choosing whole years for the frequent data type also removes any uncertainty due to seasonal sampling bias that might be influencing the pseudo section trend. Therefore, the section truth and frequent section trends will not have any seasonal bias, though trends from pseudo sections might. A different methodology for evaluating the effect of potential seasonal biases is outlined in the next section.
Very few hydrographic sections have occupations spanning the full time period 1990-2010. Therefore, when comparing basin estimates from sections to the model basin truth, making the assumption that basin estimates from frequent sections are representative of 1990-2010 effectively extrapolates the calculated trend from the time period over which hydrographic sections occurred. The trend could also be calculated over a longer period by including part of the 1980s, as some sections use occupations earlier than 1990, and that error is also considered part of this uncertainty. We refer to this as temporal bias due to extrapolation, but it simply includes any error due to the trend being calculated over a different time period to 1990-2010. This uncertainty can be quantified by a bias calculated by taking the difference between frequent section data estimates (using 5-day mean data on a section between the first and last year of occupation) and the section truth data estimates (5-day mean data on a section during the whole time period, 1990-2010):
Sensitivity to Pseudo Section Timing
The timing of hydrographic sections is dictated by a number of constraints around the nominal sampling frequencies intended by observational scientists, such as ship time and availability, weather, and the availability of principal investigators, so sampling may be biased toward a particular season, particularly in polar regions. The sensitivity to the particular timings of section occupations is tested by analyzing the differences in basin estimates obtained by extracting sections from the model at different times randomly selected within 1 year of the actual occupation, a range by which the timing of a particular cruise might plausibly be moved. This random selection is repeated many times, giving new sets of timings for each section that have broadly the same time intervals as the original dates, and these are used in the trend analysis in the same way as the original timings. We generate an estimate of this uncertainty globally and for each ocean using 1,000 repeats between ± 1 year, but in addition for the Southern Ocean we present the following additional timing tests: 500 repeats between ± 2 months (sampling in only the same season), 500 repeats between −7 and −5 months (sampling in the opposite season in the preceding year), and 500 repeats between +5 and +7 months (sampling in the opposite season in the following year).
The uncertainty related to the pseudo section timings is quantified by calculating two standard deviations of the timing tests. Where the temperature trends are presented against depth, the uncertainty is presented as two standard deviations of the trends from the timing tests around the mean value of the timing tests. When the uncertainty is presented as a heat flux, the heat flux is calculated for all the timing tests and then the uncertainty reflects two standard deviations of those data.
Evaluating Global and Basin Temperature Trends in a Model
Globally averaged trends derived from sections all underestimate the true warming trend in the model between 2,000 and 3,000 m (Figure 2) , with hydrographic subsampling failing to capture about a half of the warming signal in the model over recent decades at 2,000 m. Approximately two thirds of the total bias comes from extrapolation (section truth − frequent section), while one third is attributable to spatial bias (basin truth − section truth). Temporal bias due to time intervals between occupations is relatively unimportant globally. The magnitude of the bias decreases with depth, with around a third of the warming signal missed at 2,500 m. Between 3,000 and 5,300 m hydrographic subsampling captures the true temperature trend in the model well. Underestimation of the global trend deeper than 5,300 m arises from a spatial bias, though the total volume of the ocean basins below this depth is relatively small.
The volume-weighted average temperature trend below 2,000 m is computed using both pseudo section model output and the model truth (Figure 2 , black dashed and solid black lines) to be 1.28 and 1.56 m· • C·year −1 , respectively. The total bias in the pseudo sections estimate is therefore −0.28 m· • C·year −1 , which is equivalent to pseudo sections underestimating the trend by 18%.
Observation-based analyses compute an estimate of uncertainty that is associated with averaging the section trends along sections (Desbruyères et al., 2016; Purkey & Johnson, 2010) . We compute this for our pseudo sections (Figure 2a, gray shading) . The uncertainty interval encompasses the frequent section estimate but not the section truth or the basin truth shallower than 3,500 m, highlighting the importance of other uncertainties (spatial, temporal due to extrapolation) not considered by observational analyses. Another measure of uncertainty, that due to sampling on particular dates (sensitivity of the trends to the actual cruise timings), can be computed using the model output ( Figure 2b , blue shading), and this is generally larger than the uncertainty associated with averaging the pseudo section trends along sections (Figure 2a , gray shading). However, between 2,000 and 2,700 m it still does not encompass the truth from basins or section truth.
Quantification of biases using the equivalent heat fluxes into the deep and abyssal layers (Table 1) reveals that globally the temporal bias due to extrapolation dominates in the deep layer. In the abyssal layer, the global biases are each approximately the same magnitude, while the temporal bias due to the frequency of occupation almost compensates the bias due to extrapolation, so the trend from pseudo sections is similar to that from the basin truth (Figure 2 ).
The Atlantic basin trends in the model are not well captured by section estimates, with substantial biases shallower than 3,500 m and deeper than 5,300 m (Figure 3a) . The separation of each of the lines between 2,000 and 3,500 m in Figure 3a emphasizes the role of spatial and both types of temporal uncertainty, and relatively high values for the biases in heat flux into the deep ocean layer exist (Table 1) : −0.14 W/m 2 for the temporal bias due to extrapolation and −0.1 W/m 2 for the spatial bias. However, in the abyssal ocean, the greatest Atlantic bias (+0.02 W/m 2 ) is due to the frequency of occupation; this is twice the magnitude of the other temporal bias (due to extrapolation), while the spatial bias is negligible in the abyssal Atlantic Ocean (Table 1 ). The ocean volumes (Figure 3 ) indicate how important trends at specific depths are to the layer averages in Table 1 , since trends are weighted by the volume of ocean at each depth.
The Southern Ocean (Figure 3b ) trends in the model are underestimated by pseudo sections due to temporal biases down to 4,500 m (section truth agrees well with the basin truth over the same depth range). The temporal bias in heat flux can also be attributed primarily to extrapolation (0.12 W/m 2 , Table 1) , with a smaller contribution due to the frequency of occupation (0.05 W/m 2 ), which might include some bias due to seasonal sampling. The spatial sampling bias for the Southern Ocean is much smaller in magnitude than the temporal uncertainties between 2,000 and 4,000 m ( Table 1 ), suggesting that increased spatial coverage would not be as useful as more frequent sampling to capture the decadal trends accurately between 2,000 and 4,000 m. As in the Atlantic, bias due to extrapolation is much less important in the abyssal Southern Ocean than for the deep layer, but together the temporal biases are more than twice as large as the spatial bias, with the spatial bias partly compensating the temporal biases (Table 1 ).
In the Indian Ocean (Figure 3c ) spatial biases are substantial shallower than 3,000 m and deeper than 4,000 m. Between 2,000 and 4,000 m the temporal biases are much larger than the spatial bias (Table 1) , but the negative spatial bias shallower than 3,000 m is compensated by a positive spatial bias deeper than 3,000 m (Figure 3c ). In the 4,000-to 6,000-m layer the spatial bias is double the temporal bias due to the frequency of occupation. Bias due to extrapolation in this depth range is relatively unimportant.
Trends in the Pacific Ocean (Figure 3d ) are generally well captured by section-based estimates but with a small systematic underestimate due to spatial sampling, and some contribution from temporal biases between 2,000 and 3,000 m.
The analysis of global trends by ocean (Figure 3) shows that biases arise largely due to a combination of spatial biases in the Atlantic and Indian Oceans and temporal biases in the Atlantic, Southern, and Indian Oceans. The gray shading in Figures 3a-3d reflects the uncertainty due to averaging pseudo section trends along sections and is broadest in the Southern and Atlantic Oceans. Figures 3e-3h show the same trend data, but the blue shading represents the uncertainty associated with sensitivity to specific pseudo section dates. This timing uncertainty is often larger than the along-section averaging uncertainty, particularly for the Atlantic Ocean and between 2,000 and 3,000 m in the Indian Ocean, indicating that the observational uncertainty derived from variability along sections is not always sufficiently broad. However, neither uncertainty encompasses the basin truth in the 2,000-to 3,000-m Atlantic and below 4,000-m Indian Oceans, highlighting the critical importance of spatial bias in these regions (Figure 3 ). To test the importance of sampling at different times of year in the Southern Ocean, we adjust the length of the interval in which we randomly shift the dates of pseudo sections; the Southern Ocean is a region where hydrographic sampling usually takes place in the summer months to avoid adverse weather conditions and sea ice during winter. The range of uncertainty that is generated when sampling at any time of year (Figure 4a ) is larger than when sampling in the same season (Figure 4b ). The trend from any adjusted timing pseudo section is likely to be an underestimate of the section and basin truth, because the shading is biased negative compared to the section truth and basin truth lines, and sampling in the same season means that observations are less likely to yield a representative trend than sampling throughout the year.
We explore how the uncertainty interval changes if the section occupations are shifted to the winter months. The dates of occupation are shifted backward in time ( Figure 4c ) and forward in time (Figure 4d ). Shallower than 4,000 m, shifting the occupations 5-7 months back in time decreases the likelihood of capturing the true trend. Shifting the observations forward in time 5-7 months has little effect on the bias shallower than 4,000 m. The best representation of the true trend would be obtained when measuring all year round (Figure 4a ). Shifting the occupations in time improves the temporal bias deeper than 4,000 m (section truth is more likely to lie within the blue shading). The trend calculated using the actual dates of occupations (Figure 4 , black dashed line) lies toward the lower end of the distribution (blue shading). This means that the temporal bias in the abyssal ocean due to the frequency of occupation, which is calculated using the pseudo section observations (Table 1) , is large by chance.
Uncertainties by Ocean Basin
We provide a regional breakdown of the biases and uncertainties that exist when sampling the deep and abyssal ocean, by expressing the trends calculated for each basin as heat fluxes into the deep and abyssal The total bias is decomposed into the components representing (a) bias due to the frequency of occupation, (b) sensitivity to precise timings of occupations, (c) extrapolation bias due to observations not spanning 1990-2010, and (d) spatial bias ( Figure 6 ). Between 2,000 and 4,000 m, biases due to the frequency of occupation ( Figure 6a ) are positive through the East Atlantic and Indian Oceans (trends overestimated by pseudo sections). The western Atlantic and much of the Southern Ocean show negative biases (trends underestimated by pseudo sections). This may include seasonal sampling bias or be due to higher frequency variability not captured by decadal sampling. However, Figure 6b indicates that uncertainties due to the timing of the pseudo sections can be relatively large and this uncertainty might result in changes to the biases in Figure 6a of at least the same magnitude as the original value. Therefore, the pattern of trend biases seen in Figure 6a may be largely a function of the precise timings of the pseudo sections.
Extrapolating trends from sections to assume representativity for the period 1990-2010 is relatively unimportant across the Pacific basins (Figure 6c ) but can lead to substantial biases in some of Atlantic and Indian basins (including their Southern Ocean sectors). The largest bias due to extrapolation is in the northwest Atlantic. Insufficient spatial coverage leads to an underestimation of warming through the Atlantic and some Indian Ocean basins (Figure 6d ), but a small overestimation in the Pacific and the Indian and Pacific sectors of the Southern Ocean. Some basins have bias contributions of opposing signs (e.g., the Pacific sec- tor of the Southern Ocean). The existence of compensating biases indicates that reducing either a temporal or spatial bias alone may not always improve the estimate in a basin.
Biases in heat fluxes into the abyssal layer do not exhibit spatially coherent patterns across oceans (Figure 7 ). For each bias there are some basins where the biases are comparatively strong compared to the rest of the global ocean. Uncertainty in the timing of pseudo sections (Figure 7b ) is particularly large in several basins across the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, with moderate biases also in the Southern Ocean. As with 2,000-4,000 m, the uncertainty due to pseudo section timings between 4,000 and 6,000 m is of a similar order of magnitude to the calculated biases, in particular the temporal biases due to extrapolation and the frequency of occupations (Figure 7a ), which could be significantly affected by relatively minor adjustments to the dates of the pseudo sections.
Comparison of Model Temperature Trends With Observational Estimates
Both our simulation and observation-derived temperature trends for the global ocean are positive (increasing temperature) at all depths deeper than 2,000 m. Model biases and uncertainty related to the hydrographic style subsampling are largest between 2,000 and 3,000 m, with about half the trend captured. The uncertainty in the observation-derived temperature trends is also largest between 2,000 and 3,000 m, but unlike the model the observed trend is not statistically different from zero.
At 2,000 m, the model truth yields a warming rate that is double that obtained from the pseudo sections. In contrast, between 2006 and 2014 the temperature trend at 2,000 m computed from Argo profiles was approximately half that computed from repeat hydrography Figure 2a) . This difference was attributed to heave (vertical motion) of isopycnals ; Figure 6a ), indicating that temperature change at 2,000 m is strongly influenced by dynamic rearrangement and that these changes occur on time scales that include interannual to multidecadal. Since the structure and timing of modeled dynamic adjustments is likely to differ from those in the real ocean, validation of modeled deep ocean temperature trends between 2,000 and 3,000 m with observational estimates may not be meaningful.
Deeper than 3,000 m, the global pseudo section estimate agrees well with the basin truth ( Figure 2 ) and we expect the observation based estimates to be a good validation of the global temperature trend. We find a global temperature change that exhibits a similar structure with a maxima at about 4,500 m in the observations (Purkey & Johnson, 2010 , Figure 9c ) and at about 3,700 m in the model (Figure 2) . The most striking difference between these two estimates is that everywhere deeper than 2,000 m in the model is warming faster than observations (at least 0.5 m· • ·C·year −1 but up to 1 m· • ·C·year −1 ). This accelerated warming is consistent with numerical diapycnal mixing in a z-level model that acts to diffuse heat into the deep and abyssal ocean unrealistically quickly (Megann, 2018) .
Regionally, the Atlantic contributes a substantial difference between pseudo sections and the model truth between 2,000 and 3,000 m (Figure 3a) . This is not unexpected given the large heave-related signal in the Atlantic observed by Desbruyères et al. (2017, their Figure 6b ). The mismatch in the deep ocean between Argo and repeat hydrography is dominated by heave and is largest in the North Atlantic, Southern, and Indian Oceans . The modeled trends in the Southern Ocean are around double those found in observations. However, as with the global trend, the vertical structure of the Southern Ocean trend deeper than 2,000 m in the model (Figure 3b ) is similar to the trend deeper than 3,000 m in observations (Purkey & Johnson, 2010, Figure 9d ), suggesting that Antarctic Bottom Water is too shallow in the model. Deeper than 3,000 m the basin truth temperature changes are systematically higher than pseudo sections in the Pacific Ocean (Figures 3d and 3h) , and systematically low in the Indian Ocean (Figures 3c and 3g) . In both cases these systematic and opposing biases arise due mainly to spatial sampling and this may reflect more isolated regional patterns of drift in deep and abyssal water volumes.
Conclusions
We construct a framework to investigate the uncertainties and biases in estimates of deep ocean temperature change from hydrographic sections due to frequency of occupation and spatial distribution. This framework is applied to a state-of-the-art ocean model hindcast. Overall, 82% of the simulated global temperature trend below 2,000 m is captured from pseudo hydrographic sections, and we find this result encouraging. However, in both the deep and abyssal oceans strong regional spatial or temporal biases can occur and these will adversely impact regional estimates of both heat content change and the thermosteric component of sea level rise. The largest contributors to global biases are biases in the deep Atlantic and Southern Oceans and abyssal Indian Ocean. Temporal biases are much larger than spatial bias in the Southern Ocean. Ship-based sampling of the Southern Ocean is, for practical reasons, seasonal, and this makes the possibility of accurately capturing the true basin trend highly unlikely.
Substantial biases in temperature trends between 2,000 and 3,500 m due to temporal and spatial sampling can occur, with less than 60% of the modeled global warming trend captured shallower than 2,500 m, and these biases are not found to be strongly sensitive to the precise timings of occupations. Modeled trends are well represented by hydrographic sections deeper than 3,500 m. However, details of how the different contributions to biases in temperature trends as a function of depth are unlikely to translate directly to observations due to known deficiencies in model representation of deep ocean water mass formation.
We should be cautious not to overinterpret our results, since they are based on analysis of only one simulation. However, if our priority is to better constrain global OHC estimates to improve estimates of deep and abyssal ocean temperature trends, sea level rise prediction, and our understanding of changes to the planetary energy imbalance, our analysis suggests focusing future new deep ocean sampling resources into higher-resolution sampling in the Atlantic, Southern, and Indian Oceans. This conclusion is broadly consistent with the results of Desbruyères et al. (2017) .
Our framework can be used to make informative comparisons of observational estimates and model fields when validating deep and abyssal OHC evolution in models, though isopycnal heave due to dynamical processes can strongly influence the 2,000-to 3,000-m depth range in some basins. The framework could also provide a useful tool for intercomparison of biases between different models, for example, those that will contribute to Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (Eyring et al., 2016) and for the physical component of the Ocean Model Intercomparison Project 6 (Griffies et al., 2016) .
